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ABSTRACT 
The distributional equation of a semi-classical linear functional allows us an efficient study of other 
characterizations a d properties of the semi-classical OPS/functionals. In [5] an extensive survey of 
this approach as been presented. A particular case of semi-classical OPS/functionals are the 
classical ones. For the distributional equation of a classical functional a regularity condition holds. 
For compatibility reasons in [5] it is assumed that this condition holds also for all semi-classical 
functionals. Here we give a counterexample, and we show that the regularity condition does not 
hold in general for semi-classical functionals. 
INTRODUCTION 
Semi-classical functionals/OPS are a generalization of classical functionals/ 
OPS. Shohat [9] introduced this generalization looking at functionals asso- 
ciated with weight functions atisfying a Pearson equation 
(1) Dw = - - ,~b  - Dq~ deg~b _>0, deg(: _> 1, 
w 
which constitutes a characterization f such functionals/OPS. 
There are other characterizations i volving the so-called structure relation, 
the quasi-orthogonality of derivatives, a second order linear differential equa- 
tion, the Hilbert transform of the measure, a distributional equation for the 
corresponding linear functional among others. Here we will use mainly the 
distributional characterization by Maroni [5]: 
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(2) D(4~u) -- ~bu, degq~_> 0, deg~ >_ 1, 
where 4~ and ~b are the same polynomials of (1), and u is a linear functional. In 
fact, all the other characterizations can be obtained easily from above Maroni's 
equation [5]. 
Important examples of semi-classical OPS are those obtained from the 
modifications of classical functionals. Here the distributional equation can be 
also successfully used. It is a powerful tool but some questions arise in view of 
the classical case. The distributional equation is actually equivalent to a differ- 
ence equation for the moments of the functional. The polynomial coefficients of 
such a classical equation satisfy the following condition (regularity condition) 
na2 + bl ¢ 0 ,n > O, where: ~b(x) = a2 x2 + alx + ao, and ~(x) = blx + bo. This 
has an important consequence when we consider the second order difference 
equation of the moments: (na2 + bl )un +1 + (nal+ bo)un + naou,_ l = O, n > O, 
where u-1 = 0. The aforementioned condition means that two consecutive 
moments yield the next moment 
nal + bo nao 
Un+ 1 -- 12n~ - -  Lln_l~ n>__0, U_ 1 ~-0 .  
na2 + bl na2 + bl 
We shall say in this case that the equation is regular. Otherwise the equation is 
singular, i.e., there exists no >_ 0, noa2 + bl = O. 
Only in the classical case we have a unique functional, up to a constant no zero 
factor, that satisfies the distributional equation. In the semi-classical case we 
shall write the distributional (2) as D(~bx) --- ~x. The corresponding difference 
equation is 
(3) (nas+2 .h- bs+l)Xn+s+l + (na~+l + b~)xn+~ +. . .  +(nal + bo)x, 
+naoxn-i  = O,n > O, x - l=  O, 
where xi denotes the i-th moment of all the functionals that satisfy the equation 
(2). The regularity in the determination of the moments are guaranteed if 
s+2 s+l  
(4) nas+2Wbs+l 5~0, n~O,  (o(x) : ~ ai xi, ~)(x)= E bi xi. 
i=0  i=0 
The equation for n =0 is a linear combination of the moments x0, 
x l , . . . ,xs ,  xs+l. The regularity condition allows to represent Xs+l as linear 
combination of x0, X l , . . . ,  x~. The equation for n = 1 is a linear combination of 
x l , . . .  ,Xs, x~+l, x~+2. The condition (4) allows to represent x~+2 as linear 
combination of x l , . . .  ,x~, x~+l and lastly of x0, x l , . . .  ,x~. Consequently we 
obtain the moments x~+i, i > 1 as a linear combination of the moments 
x0, x l , . . . ,  x~. The distributional equation does not determine these first mo- 
ments. If :co ~ 0 we can normalize the functional: x0 = 1. This is the standard 
regular determination of the moments, as in the classical case, s = 0. 
A singularity in the distributional/difference equation, i.e., n0a~+2 + bs+l = 
0, no > 0, produces an anomalous determination of the moments. For n = no 
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(5) O.xno+s+l+(noas+l+bs)xno+s+...+(noal+bo)xno+noaoxno-l=O, 
the moments Xno-1, X,,o,... ,x,,o+s, do not determine the next moment x, 0 + s+ 1. 
But the equation (5) determines the moment with nonzero coefficient of highest 
order. This can lead to an additional second condition of an already regularly 
determinate moment, for example, X~o+s if noas+l +bs ~ 0 and no > 0. For 
no = 0 the anomalous equation is the first equation and this problem does not 
exist. Nevertheless the determination is anomalous. The first determinate mo- 
ment is not x~+l but Xh, h = deg~b < s+ 1. 
As a result of this, Maroni introduces the admissibility condition [5] 
s+2 s+l  
(6) nas+2+bs+l ~0,  n>0,  ~b(x) = ~ aix i, ~(x) = ~ bi Xi, 
i=0 i=0 
as a convenient condition for providing existence of moments. This condition 
includes the regular cases (4) and the singular case no = 0 or 0-singularity. In 
section 3 we shall continue this discussion. 
The question that arises is if there exist semi-classical functionals atisfying 
such a singular equation. The answer is yes and we must enlarge the set of ad- 
missible equations for the study of semi-classical functionals. Nevertheless we 
keep the concept of singularity. The reason is that the singularity in the equa- 
tion yields a failure in the quasi-orthogonality of the derivatives of the corre- 
sponding orthogonal polynomials of the semi-classical functional [7, 8]. 
This paper is devoted to build examples of such semi-classical functionals. In 
Section 2 we build a semi-classical functional that satisfies a singular equation. 
In particular, we give an explicit representation f the corresponding monic 
OPS as well as the recurrence relation that the polynomials atisfy. We gen- 
eralize this procedure to obtain a family with odd singularities. In section 3 we 
discuss the the admissibility condition. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall give the basic background of the paper. 
Let P be the linear space of polynomials with complex coefficients, and P* be 
its algebraic dual space, i.e., P* is the linear space of all linear applications 
u : P ~ C. Let (Bn), n > 0 be a sequence of polynomials, such that degBn = n 
for all n > 0. Such a sequence is said to be a basis sequence of P. Since the 
elements of P* are linear functionals, it is possible to determine them from their 
actions on a given basis (Bn) of P. Here we shall use, without loss of generality, 
the canonical basis (x~), n > 0 of P. In general, we shall represent the action of 
a functional over a polynomial by: (u, 7r), u E P*, 7r E P. Therefore a functional 
is completely determined by a sequence of complex numbers (u,x n) = un, 
n > 0, the so-called moments of the functional. The functional u is real when all 
the moments are real numbers. 
We shall use the following characterizations for the orthogonal polynomial 
sequence and the corresponding quasi-definite functional: 
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Definition 1.1. Let (In) be a basis sequence of P. (Pn) is said to be an orthogonal 
polynomial sequence (OPS in short), in widespread sense, if and only if there exists 
a linear functional n E P* such that (u, PmPnl = kn6mn, kn ~ O, n >_ O, where 6mn 
is the Kronecker delta. (Pn) is said to be positive definite if and only if the coeffi- 
cients of Pn, n >_ O, are real numbers and kn > O for all n >_ O. 
Definition 1.2. Let u be a linear functional; u is said to be a quasi-definite func- 
tional if and only if there exists a polynomial sequence (Pn) orthogonal with re- 
spect o ~t We say that n is positive definite if and only if the corresponding OPS is 
positive definite and u is real. 
Theorem 1.3. (Favard's Theorem) Let (In) be a monic polynomial basis se- 
quence; then, (Pn) is a monic OPS if and only if there exist two sequences of com- 
plex numbers (dn)n>_O and (gn)n> l, gn ~ O, n >_ 1 such that (en) satisfies the fol- 
lowing three-term recurrence relation, in short TTRR, 
xP . (x )=Pn+l (x )+d.Pn(x )+g.P . _ l (x ) ,  P - l (x ) -O ,  Po(x)-= 1, n>O. 
Moreover, (Pn) is positive definite if and only if the coefficients of P., n >_ O, are 
real numbers, (d.)n > o is also a sequence of real numbers and g. > O, n >_ 1. 
In the vector space P* we define the following operators: the derivative of a 
functional and the polynomial or 7r-modification of a functional u, nu, and the 
symmetrization perator, S. 
Definition 1.4. Let u E P*; the functionals Dn and Tm, with 7r E P, are defined for 
every p E P as follows 
(Du, p) = -(u, Dp), (Tru, p) = (u, 7rp/. 
Remark 1.5. I f  n E P* satisfies D(~bx) : ~bx, where x denotes afunctional vari- 
able, then u also satisfies D(zr~b •x) = (Tr~b + q~DTr)x for all 7r C P. 
Definition 1.6. Let u C P*; the functional Su has the moments 
(Su, x 2n) = (n, xn), (Sn, x 2n+l) = 0. 
Theorem 1.7 [3, pal].  Let v E P* be a quasi-definite functional and (Rn) the cor- 
responding monic OPS; the functional w = Sv is quasi-definite if and only if 
Rn(0) y~ 0,n > 0. Furthermore, the monic OPS of w (Sn) is: S2~(x) = Rn(x2), 
$2.- l(X) = x-l[Rn(x 2) - ~nRn-l(x2)] where to. = R.(O)/R._I(O) ,n >_ 1. 
The following definition of a semi-classical functional/OPS is due to Maroni 
[51. 
Definition 1.8. Let  u E P* be a quasi-definite functional. We say that u and the 
corresponding OPS are semi-classical if and only if u satisfies the equation 
(7) D(~bx) = ~bx, deg6 >_ 0, deg~b _> 1, 
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where x is a functional variable and ~ and ~b polynomials. 
A semi-classical functional satisfies infinitely distributional equations, see 
Remark 1.5. 
Definit ion 1.9. Let D(~bx) = ~bx, ~b, ~b E P, be an equation of  a variable x E P* ; 
we say that the order of  the polynomial coefficients and also the order of  the equa- 
tion is: ord(~b, ~b) = max{deg ~b - 2, deg ~b - 1 }. 
Remark 1.10. An important result of Maroni [6, p.144] shows that through a 
transformation asin Remark 1.5 all the equations atisfied by a functional can 
be obtained from an equation of minimum order, unique up to a constant 
nonzero factor, the minimum equation. 
Definit ion 1.11. Let u E P* be a semi-classical functional; we define the class of  n 
as the order of  the minimum equation of  u 
Remark 1.12. A sufficient condition for a given equation to be the minimum 
equation is that the polynomials ~b and ~b- D~b of (7) are coprime, i.e., 
gcd(~, ~b - D~b) = c E C - {0}. That is a straightforward consequence of Re- 
mark 1.10. 
Remark 1.13. All the classical functionals - Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi, Bessel 
- are semi-classical functionals of class 0, i.e., in (7) deg ~b < 2 and deg ~b = 1. 
The corresponding OPS satisfies the Sturm-Liouville quation ~by" + ~by'= 
Any, with An ~ 0, n > 0, [4, 6]. 
The distributional equation of order s of a normalized functional can be 
interpreted as a s + 2 order linear difference quation for the moments of 
the normalized functional, un = (u,x ~) depending of the initial moments 
Ul , . . . ,us [u -1 :0 ,u0  = 1]. 
Proposit ion 1.14. Let (9, ~b E P, with ord(~b,~b)=s, i.e., ¢ = y~+2 aix~ and 
~b = )-~s_+_l bix i where as+2 ~ 0 or bs+l ~ O. Then the distributional equation 
D (~bx) : ~bx and the difference quation: (nas+ 2 + bs + 1 )Xn + s + l +(nas + 1 + bs) 
Xn+s +. . .+  (nal + bo)xn + naoxn-i = O, n > O,x_l = O, are equivalent, where 
xn := (x, x n) denotes the n-moment of  a functional that satisfies the distributional 
equation D(~bx) = ~bx. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that (D(~bx), x~) = (~bx, x~) ¢==~ (x, nx  n-  1¢ + 
x"¢)  = o. [ ]  
Definit ion 1.15. We say that a distributional equation D(q~x) = ~bx, of  order s with 
x--~s+2 i E /s+0 l ~b : 2- , i=0 n ix  and ~b = _ bi xi, has a no-singularity i f  there exists a non neg- 
ative integer no >_ 0 so that noas+ 2 + bs+ 1 : O. notice that as+ 2 ~ 0 or bs+ 1 ~ O. 
Otherwise we say that the equation is regular. 
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Remark 1.16. I f  we increase the order of  the distribit ional equation using the 
procedure of  Remark  1.5 with 7r E P, degTr < no, then the new equation has a 
(no - deg 7r)-singularity. For deg 7r > no, the singularity disappears. 
Definition 1.17. We say that a functional is singular, or more precisely, that it has 
a no-singularity, if and only if the minimum pair has a no-singularity. Otherwise 
the functional is said to be regular. 
2. A FAMILY  OF  SEMI -CLASS ICAL  S INGULAR FUNCTIONALS 
Maroni  wrote [5, p.l18]: Par analogie avec le cas des formes classiques, on 
supposera toujours que ap q~ N* [in our notat ion has+2 + bs+ 1 ~ 0, n > 0] . . .  On 
dira que le couple (G ~b) v6rifiant les condit ions pr6c6dents est un couple ad- 
missible. The following example shows that we must  enlarge the class of ad- 
missible equations: we present a semi-classical functional of  class 1 with a 
1-singularity. 
Proposit ion 2.1. The functional w of moments: 
(8) W2n = (-2)n/(-½)n, W2n+l = 0, n > 0, 
satisfies the distributional equation D(x3x)= ( -x  2 + 4)x, where (~)k is the 
Poehhammersymbol (o~),~ = c~(o~ + 1) . . .  (o~ + k - 1), k 7~ 0, (Ol)o = 1. 
Proof.  D(x3x) = ( -x  2 +4)x  ~ (n - 1)xn+2 +4x,,  = 0 ,n  > 0, [xn := (x,x")], 




n = 0 : -x2  + 4xo = 0 
n = 1 : 0 • X 3 + 4Xl = 0 
n > 2 : (n - 1)Xn+2 +4Xn = 0 
X2 ~--- 4x0, ,  
x3 is undeterminated and xl = 0 
~===~ Xn + 2 -~- - -  n 4_ l Xn  . 
From (11), for odd and for even moments  n > 2 we have, respectively, 
(12) 
( -4 )  "-  1 ( -2 )  n - 1 (9) (--2) n 
----- = - -  X2  - -  X0  x2n (2n-  3 ) (2n-  5 ) . . .  1 x2 (½),,-I (-½),, 
( -4 )  n - I 
x2n+l = (2n - 2)(2n - 4 ) . . .2  x3. 
The moments  of w satisfy (9), (10), and (12). []  
Next, we shall prove the quasi-definite character of  this functional. We shall do 
it in two steps: first, we shall see that w is the result of  a symmetr izat ion of  a well 
known quasi-definite functional,  a Bessel functional; second, we will prove that 
the t ransformat ion gives a quasi-definite functional. 
Proposit ion 2.2. Let b (~) be the functional that satisfies the d&tributional equa- 
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tion D(x2x) = ((a + 2)x + 2)x. Then the functional w of Proposition 2.1 is 
w = Sv, where v := b (-5/2), vo = 1. 
Proof. Notice that the moments of v satisfy the difference equation 
(n-½)xn+l +2x.  =0.  The moments of w are: w2. = vn = ( -2 ) " / ( -½) . ,  
w2~+l =0,n_>0.  [] 
Theorem 2.3. The functionals v and w of the previous proposition are quasi-defi- 
nite. The hypergeometric representation ofthe corresponding monic OPS with the 
notation of Theorem 1.7 is for n >_ 0 
(R,) =mopsv ,  
(Sn) = mops w, 
2" n (n - 3)k Xk 
(n 2 k 
-- 2n ( -n ,n -32)  
(n - 3) zF1 _ - ; 2n 
(n 
_ 2" ( -n ,  n -  3 
2n ~ (n'~ (n--1)k~2k+l 
-  ,kJ Szn+l (n_ l )nk= 1 
2nx ( - -n ,n - - l~)  
- (n  - 1 )  2F1  _ - • 
2n 
Proof .  v) The polynomials (B~ (°)) and the functional b(°) satisfy [3, pp.181-183] 
(13) xZy"+(( t~+2)x+2)y '=Any,  n > 0 R~3 D(x2x) = ((c~ + 2)x + 2)x. 
For a ~ -2 , -3 , . . .  the corresponding functionals/OPS are quasi-definite/or- 
thogonal. Notice that for a =-2 , -3 , . . .  the equation is singular. A well 
known representation f these Bessel OPS is [3]: 
(14) 
(n) 
= bnk x k := (n + c~ + 1)k 
k=0 k=0 
Our functional v satisfies the same equation that b(-~). The equation is of order 
s = 0. Thus, both functionals are equal up to a constant nonzero factor. 
If  B, = ~=0 b,k xk, n > 0 are the polynomials (14) for t~ = - I ,  the corre- 
sponding monic polynomials are R. = b~-2 B, where b~ -2 = 2" / (n -  I)," Notice 
that b~0 = 1. 
w) R,(0) = bnn l ~ 0. Thus w is quasi-definite, see Theorem 1.7. 
The polynomials of the corresponding monic OPS are 
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R.(0) 
S2n_ l (X)  = x- I [Rn(X  2) - ~ .Rn_ I (X2) ] ,  ~ .  - _ _  
Rn-  1(0) 
(15) 2n - 5 
sz, = R.(x2). 
(2n - 7)(2n - _5), 
2 
We can obtain the representation f the odd polynomials without calculation: 
T._ l (x) = x -1 [R.(x) - ~.R._ l(x)], n > 1 are monic and orthogonal with re- 
spect to xv [3, p.36]. The functional transform xv erases the moment v0 and 
displaces to the left the remainder of moments (xv, x ~) = v .+ l= ( -2)  "+1/ 
(-½)n+l = 4(--2)n/(½)n for n _> 0. If  we normalize the functional, u := ~xv, we 
have the unique nonzero normalized functional that satisfies the difference 
equation (n +½)x.+l + 2Xn = 0 corresponding to the distributional equation 
D(x2x) = (Lx + 2)x, i.e., the Bessel equation (13) for a = --~. Thus, T.-1 2 = 
1/b.l-3/2>_ l,. - 1 . n{Un _3/211. Lastly, xS2.+ l (x) = x2 T. (x2). [] 
Remark  2.4. Clearly, xb  (n/2) : b ("/2+t). The OPS corresponding to the functional 
resulting of the action of x ~ over these Bessel functionals can be determined 
immediately. 
Propos i t ion  2.5. The TTRR coefficients for the aforementioned monic OPS (R.) 
and ( S~) are respectively 
20 
d f f=(an_5) (4n_ l ) ,  n>0,  g~= 
n 
dn s= 0 , n_>0, g~n °-dd 
-2n(2n - 5) 
(2n-7)(2n 52 , n_> 1; - ~) (2n - 3) 
4 - n e~. n 
(n -2  5- ) (n -3 ) '  (n - 5) (n - 3) n_> 1. 
Proof. From the TTRR of the monic version of the (B(~ )) [4] 
2a 
d, (2n + o0(2n + c~ + 2)' n > 0, 
4n(n + ~) 
g"=- (2n+a-1) (2n+a) (2n+a+l ) '  n_> 1, 
we have for a = -5 /2  the recurrence coefficients of (R,) and with the help of 
[3, Theorem 9.1, p.46] the coefficients of (S,): 
__  R (16) dn s=0,  g~. - l - -~ . ,  g~n=--gn/~n, 
(15) 2,-5 [] 
with t~, = (2,-5)(2,-~)" 
Coro l la ry  2.6. The functional w (8) is a 1-singular semi-classical functional of 
class 1. 
Proof. x 3 and ( -x  2 + 4) - 3x 2 are coprime, see Remark 1.12. [] 
We observe that the symmetrization transforms the equation D(x2x)= 
( -  ½x + 2)x into D(x3x) = ( -x  + 4)x. 
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Proposit ion 2.7. Let v '~ be the normalized functional satisfying the equation (13) 
for t~ = ~2 2, no an odd positive entire; then the symmetrized functional 
w ~° = Sv n° satisfies D(x3x) = (-n0x 2 + 4)x. The functionals w"o are of class 1, 
no-singular, and quasi-definite. The hypergeometric representation of  the corre- 
sponding monic OPS is for n >_ 1 
2" 
S~n - (n _ ~2 2)n 2Fl ( -n '  _ - -~  J 
S~O+ - 2"x 2F1 ( -n ,  n - ,  _~_)  
' (n  - - ' 
n 
nO 0 odd  __  n and d  ~ = 0, ~ = no+3-n  enen , -- +4)( +2 n > 1, are the coeffi- 
cients o f theTTRR.  ( ._~z~)(._~) (._~_~ ._~_~), - 
n no Proof. The moments of vg ° are ~0 = (-2)  / ( -  2), and those of w n° are 
w~2~ = (_2)n/ (_  2~)n, w2,+no 1 = 0,n _> 0. The distributional equation D(x3x) = 
(-n0x 2 + 4)x yields the difference equation (n -  n0)x,+2 +4x,  = 0. For the 
even moments n -no  # 0,n > 0 and x2~ = ( -2 )n / ( -  2~)nx0, that satisfy the 
even moments of w ~°. The odd moments satisfy also the equation. The pair 
(x 3, -nox + 4) is the minimum pair (Remark 1.5), and the order is 1. The func- 
tional is quasi-definite for a = -2  ~-  2, 1/b~% I = 2~/ (n -  2~9-~),# 0, see Theo- 
rem 1.7. The representation of the monic OPS is obtained with the help of the 
formulae (15) and Remark 2.4, the TTRR coefficients with (16) for 
- -  2 ! [ ]  
(2n  -  /(2n - "2 ,  
We have a family of semi-classical functionals of class 1 with n0-singularities, no 
positive entire odd numbers. So, our assumption is: 
Conjecture 2.8. There exist semi-classical functionals with no-singularity, no >_ O, 
for any class s > O. 
Remark 2.9. Let us point out, that the above Proposition 2.7 follows from the 
result in [1, p.314] envolving a family of symmetrized functionals w a that sat- 
isfies the distributional equation D(xax) = ( -~x  + ½)x with following coeffi- 
cients for the TTRR of the corresponding monic OPS: d~ = 0, n > 0 and 
g~l =1,  gn+ ~ 1 : [3+ l +( -1 )n+l (2n-  l -~) ] / [ (nn-a -1) (an- l ) ] ,  n>_ 1, 
for A such that g~+ 1 # 0, n ___ 1. A dilation of the functionals for determinate 
values of A leads to functionals that satisfy the same equation as in the propo- 
sition with TTRR coefficients gn # 0, n > 1. These coefficients are the same as 
in Proposition 2.7. 
Remark 2.10. Belmehdi [2] classified the semi-classical polynomials of class 1 
adapting the customary procedure used with the classical ones, i.e., attending 
to the degree and zeros of the polynomial ~b, and considering the polynomials 
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equals up to an affine transformation of the variable. He obtains two families: 
A-family with deg ~b = 3, and B-family, deg ~b --- 2. In the A-family he sort out 14 
distributional equations which do not admit an equation of lower order (Re- 
mark 1.12). For 11 of these equations he built a functional satisfying the equa- 
tion. These functionals are obtained from a perturbation of the classical func- 
tionals by the multiplication of polynomials, reciprocal of polynomials and the 
addition of Dirac-deltas. Our functionals w ~0 (Proposition 2.7) with a triple 
zero corresponds to the type 3.1 in the Belmehdi's classification. This is one of 
the three cases for which he had not built a functional. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The reason for excluding the n0-singularities with no > 0 argued by Maroni [5, 
p.l19] was: 
En fait, si ap = no, [in our notation noas+ 2+ bs+ l = O] no >_ 1, . . .  le 
moment (U)p+n ° [= Uno +s+ l] n'est pas d~termin~ el l'~quation (7.2) [the 
difference quation of the moments, ee Proposition 1.14] pour l'indice no, 
n'est pas, en gbnbral, compatible avec les kquations prbcbdents. [Assumed 
is uo y~ 0.] 
In the example of Section 2, the singularity ields that a moment is anomalous 
free from conditions, the singular moment x3, whereas another moment is 
anomalous conditioned, the moment Xl. In this case, this moment was not 
former determinate. The moment xl is a hostage as a consequence of the free- 
dom of the moment x3. In general, as Maroni said in the aforementioned quo- 
tation, the singular moment has the index no + s + 1, but, in a general case, the 
hostage index can not be determined. Only in the case no = 0 it is possible. In 
this case as+2 ~ 0, bs+l = 0, i.e., s + 1 > deg~ >_ 1. The difference quation of 
Proposition 2.1 for no = 0, 0- Xs+l +. . .  + brxr +. . .  + boxo --0, set free Xs+l 
and all other moments involved in the equation are not former determinate. 
The equation determines the position of the greatest index with nonzero coef- 
ficient, that is Xh, h = deg ~. It is clear, as we have see in the Introduction, that 
does not exist any incompatibility. 
The difference quation for no can involve regularly determinate moments, as 
we have pointed out in the Introduction, i.e., the moments obtained in the pre- 
ceding equations, the equations for n < no. This is the case in Proposition 2.7 
for w n0, no > 1. If  the n0-equation involves one or more of the moments 
Xs+l, . . . ,  x~+~o, then the equation for n = no determines the greatest of them 
with nonzero coefficient, say x~+j, 1 < j  < no, which depends of the others. In 
this case we have two representations of x~+j as linear combinations of the 
preceding moments: the first one is the regular determination of x~+j depend- 
ing from the free moments x0, . . . ,  xs, and the second one, the anomalous, in- 
volves x0,. • •, x~+j_ 1. But xs+ 1,. •., x~+,0 depend linearly from x0, . . . ,  x~ and 
lastly we have two representations of x~+j as linear combinations of x0, . . . ,  x~, 
i.e., 
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x:+j  = i t (x0, . . .  ,xs), xs++. = l,,(xo,... ,x,). 
This establishes a linear relation between x0, . . . ,  x~, i.e., coxo + clxl + . . .  + 
Gx~ = 0. In a word, for n = 0 , . . . ,  no, we have a linear homogeneous system of 
no + 1 equations and no + s + 1 variables, the moments xo, . . . ,  x,,o+s. In general, 
we can distinguish the following cases: 
(a) All coefficients are zero, then all moments are free. 
(b) Only one coefficient is not zero c; 0 ¢ 0, then the corresponding moment 
is determinate: Xio = O. 
(c) Two or more coefficients are nonzero, then the moment corresponding 
to the coefficient of greatest index with nonzero coefficient are determinate as 
linear combination of the others. 
We search for a quasi-definite functionals and a necessary and obvious con- 
dition for the quasi-definite character of a functional is that x0 ¢ 0. If  we re- 
quire this condition, then an incompatibility in the case'(b) can appear: co ~ 0, 
thus :co = 0. This is the case of a singular equation with s = 0. 
The following example pointed out this question. The distributional equa- 
tion 
(17) D(x3x) = - (x  2 - c~x - 4)x 
yields the difference quation (n - 1)x,+2 = -ax,,+l - 4x,,, n >_ 0: 
n=0:  -x2=-ax l -4x0 ,  x2=aXl+4X0 
regular determination of x2, x2 = lr(xl, xo), 
4 
n=l :  0=-axz -4x l ,  x2=- -X l  
O~ 
anomalous determination of x2, x2 = l,,(Xl), 
and/~ = ls leads to (a 2 + 4)xl + 4axo = 0. If  4a is the unique nonzero coeffi- 
cient, then this is incompatible with x0 ¢ 0. In other words, in these cases the 
distributional equation (17) with a = +2i is satisfied only by functionals that 
have x0 = 0. These equations do not have interest for us and we excluded it. So 
we may attempt to give a new meaning of admissibility. 
Definition 3.1. The distributional equation of polynomial coefficients D( epx) = ~bx 
is called admissible when the difference quation that it generates possesses at least 
one solution, not necessarily quasi-definite, but with Xo ~ O. 
The singular distributional equations have an intrinsic interest independently 
of the admissibility question in the frame of the study of semi-classical func- 
tionals. The n0-singularity in the distributional equation of a semi-classical 
functional yields an immediate ffect in the quasi-orthogonality of the deriva- 
tives of the corresponding OPS. Let u be a semi-classical functional satisfying 
the distributional equation D(q~x) = ~bx of ord(~b, ~b) = s, let (Pn) be the monic 
OPS of u and (Qn) the sequence of monic derivatives, Qn = ~-~1 DP,+ i. I f  the 
distributional equation is regular then the quasi-orthogonality of (Qn) with re- 
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spect to ~bu is strict, i.e., (4,u, Q,Q,,) = 0 for In - m I > s, and (~u, Q,Q,+~) ¢ 0 
for all n >_ 0. I f  the pair  has a n0-singularity, then the aforesaid is true up to 
(~bu, Q,0 Q,0 + s) = 0. Moreover ,  this fai lure can be t ransmit ted and ampl i f ied to 
the derivatives of  h igher order. We can not  avoid this i f  we are searching the 
min imum order  of  quasi -orthogonal i ty .  I f  the above equat ion is singular, the 
min imum equat ion,  D(x)  = x is also singular, see Remark  1.16, and all func- 
t ionals with respect of  those (Qn) is quas i -or thogonal  re po lynomia l  mod-  
if ications of  u. In [7] and [8] this quest ion is studied in details. 
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